We observed spike trains produced by one-shot electrical stimulation with 8 × 8 multielectrodes in cultured neuronal networks. Each electrode accepted spikes from several neurons. We extracted the short codes from spike trains and obtained a code spectrum with a nominal time accuracy of 1%. We then constructed code flow maps as movies of the electrode array to observe the code flow of "1101" and "1011," which are typical pseudorandom sequence such as that we often encountered in a literature and our experiments. They seemed to flow from one electrode to the neighboring one and maintained their shape to some extent. To quantify the flow, we calculated the "maximum cross-correlations" among neighboring electrodes, to find the direction of maximum flow of the codes with lengths less than 8. Normalized maximum cross-correlations were almost constant irrespective of code. Furthermore, if the spike trains were shuffled in interval orders or in electrodes, they became significantly small. Thus, the analysis suggested that local codes of approximately constant shape propagated and conveyed information across the network. Hence, the codes can serve as visible and trackable marks of propagating spike waves as well as evaluating information flow in the neuronal network.
Introduction
Spike trains can be observed in a neuronal network. They show various aspects of neurons participating in the network. It is difficult, however, to determine how the spikes are coded. Furthermore, neurons work slowly and unreliably compared with artificial transistors, presenting a mystery of how a neuronal network can work intelligently and reliably.
The present methods of spike-coding analyses of neuronal networks are as follows.
(A) Spike-Coding Metrics.
To analyze spike trains, the metrics between spike trains have been proposed on the basis of the alignment of the distances and convolution metrics, including traditional rate coding [1] . However, the coding scheme of neurons has not been solved by this method.
(B) Spatiotemporal Coding. The extension of signals to multidimensional space permits the examination of many spatiotemporal patterns in artificial and natural neural networks [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the visual system, in particular, directional receptive fields, which are similar to those observed in mammalian simple cells, emerge on the basis of a minimum information criterion [6] , and an independent component analysis [7] of natural and facial images, which is a spatially independent basis function, is derived by self-organization. The receptive fields of the visual system are obtained by the self-organization of the neural circuit with mutual inhibition Illustration of a vertical section. Each electrode catches spikes from several neurons. We can observe spike trains containing code such as "1011." Each bit ("1" or "0") is considered from different neuron for short time length (short bit width) code, since it takes more time for the same neuron to fire twice than the refractory period.
so that only spatially independent components are produced [8] . Thus, it is reasonable to seek the temporally independent components of information representation in the brain as a pair of spatially independent components or seek the spatiotemporal information representation and communication coding scheme.
(C) Synchronous Action Model. Synchronous actions of in vivo neuronal networks are often observed. Abeles [9, 10] proposed a synfire chain, which is a model of neuron groups firing in a volley. Furthermore, Izhikevich [11] has proposed a model of neuron networks generating rhythmic actions. These are simulation models that explain the global actions of neural networks. Also Perc and Zhang et al. [12, 13] analyzed and showed stable and unstable waves sometimes mixing in neural network owing to characteristic changes of neurons.
(D) Pseudorandom Code Analysis. From the viewpoint of the coding scheme of spike trains, we showed that M-sequencerelated codes are detected significantly more often than those from time-shuffled trains [14] . These may contribute to communication between neurons from an analogy of artificial communication systems. In this study, to clarify the spike-coding mechanism, we first analyzed the spike trains of cultured neural networks by examining the code of a multielectrode array. Combination of relatively homogeneous cultured neuronal network and multielectrode recording will show relatively fundamental characteristics of coding scheme in neuronal network. Next, we visualized the flow of codes that were composed of spike sequences. We further quantified the flow of the codes that may reflect the flow of information in the neural network.
Code Spectrum of a Cultured Neural Network
The cell cultures of hippocampal neurons were dissected from 18-day-old Wistar rat embryos and implanted on microelectrode array dishes (MED-P515A, Alpha MED Scientific Inc., Kadoma, Osaka, Japan) with 8 × 8 planar microelectrodes as shown in Figure 1 [14] . In the present study, the same raster plot data were used as [15] , which are composed of 0.1 ms bins. Because we did not sort the spikes, the spike train from each electrode may be composed of spikes from several neuronal cells. From these spike trains, we confirmed that the M-sequence family occurred significantly more often than by chance [14] . In Figure 2 , we show the "1101" and "1011" detected codes of Sample A as the simplest code pair with 1% nominal time accuracy on the 8 × 8 electrode arrangement up to 18 ms after the neurons were stimulated. Codes "1101" and "1011" are a core part of the reversal sequences "1101000" and "1011000" of the representative M-sequences of "0010111" and "0100111," respectively.
Expanding this to 200 ms after stimulation, we obtained the histogram in Figure 3 of the sum of the "1011" and "1101" detected codes per trial among the 9 trials of Sample A, the 23 trials of Sample B, and the 26 trials of Sample C, in which we decoded spike trains from 63 electrodes excluding one stimulation electrode with various bit widths within 0.2-20 ms and 1% time accuracy for the inner bit of code. Here, a bit width is the time interval between "0" (no spike) or "1" (spike exists) and the next "0" or "1" in an assumed code ("1011" or "1101") being detected as shown in Figure 4 . First, two "1"s from the same electrode that were adequately separated in time were assumed to be the beginning and the ending "1"s of a code, and then if only one (and no other) inner "1" corresponding to the inner bit ("1") of the code was detected with a 1% time accuracy between the beginning and ending "1"s, we decide that code "1101" (or "1011") was detected. If there is no "1" between the assumed beginning and the ending "1"s of a code, it is decided not to be a code. Figure 3 indicates that the numbers for 0.2-0.5 ms are large. Because a bit width of 0.5 ms is less than the synaptic delay, these codes may be mainly composed by independent processes or appear by chance (e.g., code overlapping as seen in Figure 2 ), which does not help circuit analysis around the electrode. Furthermore, those greater than 2 ms are far less frequent than those of 0.6-2 ms. Therefore, we mainly investigated the codes with bit widths of 0.6-2.0 ms in the following analysis. Because the refractory period of neuronal cells is greater than 2.0 ms, the codes may be composed of spikes from several neuronal cells. Figure 5 shows a code spectrum from the 63 electrodes as an average of the 9 trials of Sample A, in which the targeted and detected codes (sequences) were those having binary "1"s at both ends of the code and more than three "1"s, including both ends, with lengths less than 8 bits and the sequence between the terminal "1"s was an incremental binary number as ["111", "1011", "1101", "1111", "10011", . . ., "11111111"]. Since the number of "1"s in each code is inconsistent, the order of the codes was sorted by the number of "1"s in the code. The total number of codes under investigation was 120. The length of the train data was 200 ms [2,000 data points/(electrode × trial)], which was sampled with a 0.1 ms bin width, and the number of spikes ("1"s) on an electrode was an average per trial of 23.2 ± 9.1 in Sample A. The interval shuffled trains (Shuf), the electrode shuffled trains (EShuf) among 63 array electrodes, and randomly generated trains (Rand), in which six different trains were generated by a computer, were also analyzed. Roughly speaking, there were two types of codes: high-appearance codes ranked up to code 21 and low-appearance codes starting at code 22 and beyond. The former were codes with three bits ("1"), including both end bits, whereas the latter were codes with four bits or more. The appearance of codes that were often significant compared with those with shuffled or random trains was observed. For example, for code number 3 ("1101"), the number of appearances in the original (Org) train was significantly larger than that in the Shuf. Note that some codes were included within another code such as code number 5 ("10101") that was also detected as code number 1 ("111") if it passed the bit width test of 0.6-2.0 ms. Code number 5 ("10101") was possibly counted twice; therefore, it had a protuberant peak.
Roughly speaking, we observed that the curve decreased according to the increase in code length. However, among the groups of the same code length, there was a mountainlike shape. This may have been because of the balance of the inner "1" position. Such codes [e.g., number 8 ("100101")] with similar lengths of spaces ("0") on the right and left appeared more than the unbalanced ones [e.g., number 7 ("100011")].
Code Flow Map
We can track the appearance of the codes as time-series images ( Figure 2) . Figures 6 and 7 show the time-series flow of "1011" and "1101." These series are also shown as movies embedded in Figure 8 with AVI files. We found that the flow was stronger in the Org train than in the Shuf train. Although Figures 6(a) and 7 are from the same specimen as the successive experiments with several-minute intervals, the flow behaviors were markedly different. Within a short time range, such as 20 ms after stimulation, spikes in the different trials appeared at similar time instants, generating peaks on the PSTH [17] . In our case, however, observation time was too long, for example, more than several ten ms after the stimulation to show such synchronous or coherent behavior. That is, we deal with a time epoch where synchronization function by the stimulation has no effect such that each trial runs asynchronously and without repeatability. They were then analyzed statistically. Figure 5 : Spectrum of the detected codes with bit widths of 0.6-2.0 ms. We can see that the major component of the code spectrum is that of three bits (code number 1-21). Four bits or more codes (code number 22-120) are far less than that. Random train has flat spectrum within three-bit codes while the original train has its own shape. Interval shuffled and electrode shuffled spike trains show intermediate spectrum profiles.
Quantitative Analysis of
from the beginning bin of "1" to the ending bin of "1." For example, if a code begins to appear at the middle of a frame period and continues to the next frame, then = 0.5 (the code appeared in the half period of frame ). Thus, 0 ≤ ( , , ) ≤ 1 is usually true. However, if overlapping codes are detected, ( , , ) may be greater than 1. To avoid this, we normalized by its effective root mean square (RMS) value so that
Next, we calculated a local and instantaneous maximum cross-correlation in the next frame:
where Max ( , , ) = argmax ∈ ( ) ( , , +1) and ( ) is a set of 8 neighbors (8N) of or a set of 20 neighbors (20N), where 8N is the 8 pixels around (8 = 3 × 3 − 1) and 20N includes outside pixels adjacent to 8N, except for the 4 corners (20 = 5 × 5 − 1 − 4). Next, we calculated the average Φ ( ) of over frame , electrode , and all the trials conducted for the same culture (each sample). Φ ( ) is the maximum crosscorrelation between the current frame and the next frame, and ∈ {8N, 20N}.
The results of calculating Φ ( ) are shown in Figure 9 for Samples A and B with changing bit width. We observe that codes with a bit width between 0.6 and 2.0 ms of "1011" and "1101" seemed to be flowing most actively. Figure 10 shows Φ ( ) for the other major codes with a bit width between 0.6 and 2.0 ms of Sample A. Because such values of the raw Φ ( ) depended on the duration (= length -1) of the code, we further normalized it by the square of "code duration/3" so as to make the code "1011" standard, the duration of which from the beginning "1" to the ending "1" was code-length -1 (= 3). Figure 11 shows such a normalized flow Φ ( ) for the major codes with a bit width between 0.6 and 2.0 ms in Sample A. We observed that these codes also flowed actively. We observed that the values of the normalized cross-correlations were almost flat. The jags of the curves were caused by normalization with the stepwise code length. Then, the ratios of the EShuf value and the Org value were calculated for each code, and values were obtained for 14 major codes. These findings suggested that the flow of the Org codes was significantly higher than that of EShuf, Shuf, and Rand. Because the maximum values of 20N were sought from wider ranges of about 3 times (≒20/8) compared to 8N, 20N were also about 3 times larger than that of 8N. That is, statistically maximum values of random-like Φ ( ) from 20 points (20N) are larger than that of 8 points (8N). However, since variance of that of 20 points is also larger than that of 8 points, value of 8N was far smaller than that of 20N, and it showed that the flow of 8N was more significant than 20N under the assumption that the pseudorandom codes were almost independent. Further, as a noting parameter, we have the time frame length or time difference calculating the cross-correlation. This should influence the value of crosscorrelation according to the relationship with speed of spike transmission. That is, if the speed of spikes matches the distance ( m) to 8N electrodes divided by (ms), maximum cross-correlation of 8N becomes large, and vice versa in case of 20N. However, it is left to be examined in more detail.
The code can be regarded as a marker to track the flow of spikes. The codes seemed to move to other neighboring electrodes, first to 8N and then to 20N, while keeping the shape of the code. This was a stochastic phenomenon and therefore should be measured statistically as above.
Cross Analysis between Codes.
To investigate the appearances of the codes, we extended the maximum crosscorrelation in the next frame Φ ( ) to Φ ( , ) from code to . Table 1 shows the Φ ( , ) for Sample A. Because each entry was obtained by selecting the maximum direction, some exceeded 1. However, in the Φ ( ) case, it was normalized with the relative code duration itself to "1101" (i.e., 3) , assuming that the same code appeared in the adjacent electrode at almost the same time coherently. In the Φ ( , ) case, we normalized it with the product of the relative code durations of and because each code duration was different and appeared randomly. Φ ( , ) had directionality and was therefore nonsymmetric. Next, we further normalized it so that the first average of each column became 1 and then each row became 1. We then Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience further normalized it with the square root of the product of the corresponding diagonal components. Then, we obtained a matrix with diagonal components that were 1, as shown in Table 2 . If each code is generated randomly, the nondiagonal component will become 1. If the code moves to the adjacent electrode exclusively, it will become lower than 1. In Sample A, the number of entries less than 1 was 119 among 182 nondiagonal entries. The value of the hypothesis that the nondiagonal cross component is less than 1 was 0.00071. For Sample B, they were 136/182, and = 1.81 × 10 −7 . For Sample C, they were 107/182, and = 0.046. Furthermore, for the six generated Rand trains of Sample A, it was 90/182, and the value of the hypothesis that the nondiagonal cross component of Sample A is less than that of Rand trains became 0.00092. This indicated that there was no bias in deriving and using this number of nondiagonal entries. This showed that the code had a tendency to flow as it was without changing its shape.
Discussion and Conclusion
To date, the coding mechanisms of neural networks have not been solved.
We observed spike trains that were produced by oneshot electrical stimulation of neuronal networks cultured on 8 × 8 multielectrodes. Each electrode accepted spikes from several neurons. We extracted short codes from each electrode and obtained a code spectrum. These codes were considered to be composed of the neuron circuits around the corresponding electrode. However, some codes may be observed by chance. To clarify this, we constructed code flow maps as movies of the electrode array to observe the code flows of "1101" and "1011." They seemed to flow from electrode to neighboring electrode while keeping their shapes to some extent. We showed that if we shuffled the spike train interval, they became random with no flow.
To quantify the flow, we calculated the maximum crosscorrelations of the codes with lengths less than 8. We found that the normalized cross-correlations were almost constant, irrespective of code. Furthermore, we showed that if we shuffled the spike trains in interval orders or in electrodes, they became significantly small.
Thus, the analysis suggested that the local codes around the electrode flow maintained the code shape to some extent, and they transported the information in the neural network. Since the bit width of the code was taken less than the refractory period, each spike composing code is considered from different neurons even without spike sorting. The short code may have been generated by local circuits, including feedback loops [14] or various transmission delays [11] . If so, the result will help to estimate the local circuit shape around the electrode. The analysis proposed here can also be regarded as the code decomposition of random-like spike trains with non-fully independent and semiorthogonal components (codes). Further, the codes can work as visible and trackable marks of the spike wave. The problem is that the observed code maps have no repeatability except for the statistical characteristics as treated here or within such short term as 20 ms where poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) can be observed with coherency between neighboring neurons. For example, we can see "1101" like code shape PSTH in [17] [18] [19] . This short term coherency seems enough for such neuronal network where various information is flowing. The fluctuation of parameters of each neuron is inevitable and may work as perturbation element to define more suitable boundary as support vector machine [20] . Simulation of the code spectrum shown in this paper including issue of fluctuations as a macromodel will be discussed in another papers [16, 21] .
The aim of our research is to challenge to elucidate communication function between remote positions of the brain [22, 23] with keeping correspondence between experimental findings and simulations, though there are difficulties of technological gaps between them. Information flow shown in this paper will give a base of communication function which needs identification or pattern classification function of spike waves and will give important base of brain intelligence [16] .
Note that, in the communication, each neuron can receive not whole spike wave but spike train including the codes. Though depending on the perturbation level (SN ratio), we have already obtained recognition rate of more than 98% via partial spatiotemporal patterns of spike wave or spatially combined codes which are also spatiotemporal patterns. The results shown in this paper are preliminary step toward the final aim of elucidating mechanism of natural intelligence Figure 11 : Maximum cross-correlation Φ ( ) that is normalized by the code duration for 14 major codes of Sample A. The values are calculated from the EShuf/Org ratios of each code. This graph can be considered as another spectrum concerning the flow property of major codes. We can see that the normalized spectrum has flat (white) characteristic. That is, each major code can be considered as relatively independent. Though the values of 20N itself are larger than 8N, flow property difference between the original train and shuffled one of 8N is significantly larger than that of 20N as seen from value. via communication link. These will be shown in our coming papers with still keeping correspondence between experimental findings and simulations.
In short, the aim of our research is to elucidate computationally the natural intelligence based on neuroscience experiments which is along by title of this journal and also should be the core target of it.
